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Designed for
the millennials
The Galaxy M Series is crafted
for the millennials, offering
top-of-the-line monstrous specs, 
edgy design and unbeatable 
performance at fantastic prices.
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Image simulated. For representational purposes only. Colors availablity may vary. *When measured diagonally, the screen size is 16.21cm (6.4”) in full rectangle.
Actual viewable area is smaller due to its rounded corners and camera hole.

SM-M325F/DS

Galaxy M32

Camera

Display

Memory

Battery

6/128GB

6000mAh

Processor MediaTek G80

16.21cm (6.4”)* FHD+
sAMOLED 90Hz display

64MP Rear Quad Camera
20MP Front Camera

Black WhiteLight Blue
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Binge on flicks1

Binge on likes3

Binge on performance4

Featuring a segment-best FHD+ 
sAMOLED 90Hz display and a screen 
size of 16.21cm (6.4”)*, Galaxy M32 is 
your perfect binging buddy.

6000mAh battery with 15W in-box 
charger. Forget low battery blues 
because this monster has got 
enough juice to power up your 
binging sessions – all day, all night.

With a rear quad camera setup, get to choose from 64MP main,
8MP ultra-wide, 2MP macro or a 2MP depth camera. Make your feed create all 
the buzz with pro-level clicks.

MediaTek G80. Multitasking or surfing, now do everything in a snap.
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Binge on and on2



Binge on ease5

Binge on security6

Binge on style7
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Get used to a clean and simple way to navigate the user interface with
One UI 3.1 Android 11.

With quick switch and content suggestions, keep everything on your phone 
safe and private.

Attract all the attention with its classy design and finish. Available in
light Blue and Black.
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Galaxy M12
SM-M127G/DS

Blue Black
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White

16.55cm (6.5”)* HD+ Infinity-V 90Hz display

6000mAh

Exynos 850

48MP Rear quad camera
8MP Front camera

6/128GB

Display

Camera

Memory

Battery

Processor
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**Results based on Samsung internal lab conditions. Individual Results may vary subject to usage.

Display reloaded1

Battery reloaded3

Performance reloaded4

Smooth scrolling with 90Hz refresh 
rate and 16.55cm (6.5”)* Infinity-V 
screen.

Capture amazing clarity and details 
on the True 48MP Quad Cam
upgraded with the ISOCELL GM2 
sensor.

Slay the day, and night** with a massive 6000mAh battery.

Experience longer battery life and blazing speed with an 8nm 
power-efficient processor.

Camera reloaded2

5MP Depth

8MP Front
Camera

8MP  123°
Ultra Wide

True 48MP
Main Camera

2MP Macro

Blazing Fast
LPDDR4x RAM

8nm Exynos
850 Processor
2.0GHz Octa Core
Processor

8nm power efficient 
architecture
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Style reloaded5

Experience reloaded6

Security reloaded7

Flaunt the new Haze and Matt design available in Black, White and Blue.

Clean, fast and easy to use UI powered by OneUI 3.1 Core and Android 11.

Feel ultra secured with fast face unlock and a side fingerprint scanner.
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Galaxy M02
SM-M022G/DS 

Red GrayBlackBlue

Display

Camera

Memory

Battery

Processor

16.55cm (6.5”)* HD+ Infinity-V display

5000mAh

Mediatek MT6739

13MP Dual rear camera
5MP front camera

2/32GB, 3/32GB
expandable up to 1TB
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My M my movies1 My M my likes2

My M my win3 My M My non-stop action4

With a 16.55cm (6.5”)* HD+ 
Infinity-V display that’s meant for 
Cinema-like experience.

Captures great details in every 
shot.

With a powerful MediaTek processor 
for a smooth gaming experience.

With 5000mAh battery that lasts 
really long.

My M my style5 My M my easy UI6

9.1mm/196g sleek design and 
comfortable grip.

Clean, fast and easy to use UI.
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Contact us

feedback.bd@samsung.com

08000 300 300 (Toll free)

All features and specifications mentioned herein can be changed without prior notice. Products shown herein are for 
representational purpose only, actual product may vary.

Registered address: Samsung lndia Electronics Pvt. Ltd. – Bangladesh branch
5th floor, Simple Tree Anarkali, 89 Gulshan Avenue, FAX Gulshan Dhaka 1212, Bangladesh.

Follow us
Samsungbangladesh                  Samsungbangladesh                   SamsungbangladeshSamsungbangladesh                  Samsungbangladesh                   Samsungbangladesh
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